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A Love That Lasts
 
Love is like an endless venture
that requires a great ardour
It's neither a simple adventure
nor a mere thing to ponder.
 
Love is immeasurable
Love is indescribable
It is full of wonder
that makes a heartbeat faster.
 
A love that lasts is faithful
It is not reproachful
When things go wrong
It remains strong.
 
A love that lasts to lifetime
does not measure the length of time
nor count the frequency of instance
that your love is not brilliant.
 
A long lasting love seeks for balance
In the midst of annoyance
It stands with tolerance
When evil becomes hindrance
It does live with vengeance.
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A New Day Will Come
 
I am waiting for so long
For the perfect fate to come along
Everyone says I'm wrong
To ignore the place where I belong.
 
In the doom of darkness
My life is aimless
Yet my faith is boundless
That a new day will be harmless
 
Your journey is too long
But I remain strong
I sing my love song
To make the waiting prolong
 
A new day will come
And you will make me calm
You will let me overcome
And to the Alps we will climb.
 
A new day will come
And I will forget your crime
And you will be mine
And our love will be sublime.
 
Every night and day
I always pray
Wishing for a new day
A chance to come our way.
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A Smile
 
A smile that you wear,
Can cure thousand hearts that fear
It may cease someone to suffer
Happiness is what it can offer.
 
A smile in your face,
is the shadow of what you embrace.
It’s the mirror of your grace,
And no one can ever replace.
 
A sweet smile in your heart,
gauge the brightness of the sunlight.
It mends the pain of broken nights,
And it creates a refreshing life.
 
A smile that you freely give to everyone,
Make it simple as you mingle with anyone.
Let it be purer like an innocent man,
who never has failing affection to his woman.
 
Let me smile and show me the way,
to find blissfulness of my vanishing day.
Come and destroy my greatest enemy,
Lead me to the abode of peace to live everyday.
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Best Friend Forever
 
I hardly forget the time I've met you,
We lived, we laughed yet we cried too.
We shared love, thoughts and dreams,
The excitement is flashing back enough that I could scream!
 
I remember the time we shared about our feeling,
While on street the world was blushing.
The policeman shouted, “Watch out crazy lady bummer”,
for we didn't care about our surrounding.
 
I also recall the time we giggled,
to my gorgeous friend who has become your darling.
and to someone who became part of my past affair,
it was really enchanting and worth remembering.
 
I bear in mind every moment that we’re together
We walked anywhere like a great traveler.
Our empty pocket didn't matter
Tiredness never seemed to bother.
 
Diving in the deepest ocean,
and climbing the highest mountain.
It was due to our greatest passion,
and perfect combination.
 
I have experienced the entire FIRST with you,
Learning white lies it was all because of you.
You made me felt a complete brand new
Nothing is comparable to the friendship we know.
 
 
Even thousand times has passed
Keep in mind that nobody surpassed
our ever sole hearts remain untouched
Even in midst of chaos it will live unscratched.
 
Even though we exist through our own aspiration,
Lets live our life with full of compassion.
Let’s persist on the greatest passion,
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Life is short, yet it can’t limit our infinite vision.
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Betrayal
 
In front of you, you will see someone smiling,
She looks like an angel who merrily mingling.
In her devious scheme, you will see nothing,
Nothing, but the lovely thing that she is offering
 
She's fancy, gentle and fascinating,
She makes you smile, giggle, laugh to continue living
She eases your worries when you lose something
You may never ask but she will continue coming.
 
Yet in a moment of time,
A sudden strike comes in your mind
A lightening strike that causes you blind,
It's a life destruction that can never be bind.
 
How could it be?
Why did it happen to me?
It's your saddest plea
And you wish to be free.
 
With an anger like a fire burning,
You held her throat till she felt choking.
But a sudden flash of her gripping face returning,
Weakened your hands that persisted on revenging.
 
But she glared without regrets when you let her go,
In her look revealed that she had nothing to do
With the pain that you've felt she might never know,
She has a knife for you that she intent to draw.
 
With an empty heart you continue to live,
Thinking everyone has nothing to give.
Living alone is you best chosen field
Your flaming head has forgotten to forgive.
 
Living in this world full of dissatisfaction,
Betrayal occupies everyone's notion
Devious acts are difficult to burn
Trust is the hardest thing to learn!
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Blinded Me Not
 
Beauty and pleasure that entice me
Gold and diamonds that I can see
It’s neither permanent nor ever lastingly
Can overwhelm the greatness of my wish to be.
 
Wrong love, fake friends conniving mentor
They make me live, love with laughter
Yet they've stolen the heart that used to be purer
It has been devastated by the slyness of your power.
 
Blinded me not is my loudest cry
Tempt me not is my greatest sigh
Your ignorance to my soul makes me die
Dying like a bird that never learn to fly.
 
Blinded me not I beg you
Accept the love that you never value
Appreciate the nature that may never due,
Wonder to the darkest sky turning into blue.
 
Leave me alone without questioning
But never forsake me as a sign of revenging
I’m just wanderer who never stop exploring
Wishing for the best and hoping to do the finest thing.
 
Living with people full of obsession,
It’s a dreadful life that roots of all commotion.
They can never be the cure of my dissatisfaction,
They can never be the source of my perfect passion.
 
Tease me not save me from pain,
Leave me not when I’m drenching in the rain
Yet if you let me live in vain
I won’t stand waiting for your little grain.
 
Blinded me not! Oh my most brilliant buddy,
Wake up to you wicked dream to ruin my personality.
I can never exchange your charm to my dignity,
For God that you fear not gives me eternity.
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Destiny Of A Cynical Lover
 
Beauty and delight that now overwhelm me
Reminisce my longing heart for you to see
In my simple dream I wish you were the eternity
And in a doom of darkness you would set me free
 
Neither I asked for a glamorous pleasure
Dreaming of good life was just part of our adventure
Endless love is my wish to treasure
Loving you is indeed my desired future.
 
Outpouring hearts and minds of yours
Swaying like a high tide force
Raging like tornadoes
Echoed with greatest uproars.
 
Your intention or ambition
Essentially not to fulfill my aspiration
Sensibly not to calm my emotion
Probably not to cease my delusion
 
After long years of waiting in vain
Destiny crosses yet it gives you pain
Rainbow that shines after the rain
Ends like my greatest vengeance.
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Don'T Be Afraid
 
Don’t be afraid,
Don’t be anxious.
Face the chaos,
Its unraveling is your gain.
 
Don’t wear a mask
to hide the truth,
Bear the cross
It’s your redemption.
 
Don’t show rage,
It’s merely a thought
Disdain the gloom
if you’re alone.
 
Sing your love song
in the still of the night,
Let the melody lull
the woes of the day.
 
Don’t be afraid
Fight the plague
Your winning is your Blessing.
 
Jabi MRM
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Forbidden
 
Sometimes love is like a shadow
It walks behind you,
and it may always follow,
but never marches beside you.
 
Your love that seems like a medicine
to cure my pain after drenching in the rain.
It's tempting; it's a shimmering mountain
It's an inviting potion that makes me come again.
 
But a love likes yours,
can become my worse.
It makes me confused
And my mind refused.
 
Someone like you is fascinating,
Loving you can be thrilling.
Yet thinking of you is vexing,
My life is devastating.	
 
Loving each other is given,
Our past can never be forgotten.
Yet this love needs to be forsaken
For loving you or loving me is forbidden.
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Game Over
 
Remember the time you play
You strived to win in anyway
Your brilliant craft blocked my way
So I let you took the bliss of your day.
 
Playing game was your expertise
You were a contender who's hard to resist
Your passion that never seemed to cease
Made me wonder and yearned for peace
	
Yet when the time has changed
Out fate has been exchanged
Why do you think it is strange?
that our lives are rearranged.
 
Destiny bounds to alter
So I wish you won't feel bitter
Losing isn't a failure
Every play has a game over.
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Gift
 
The silver ring that makes my heart flattered,
The golden ring that makes my emotion secured
The chocolate taste that makes my day glimmered,
Superficially makes my existence sparkled.
 
Oh! How lovely it is!
to have all of these!
How great are the surprises,
That lead my heart to feel bless.
 
Yet the great happiness that makes me alive,
is not the material fashion that makes me satisfied.
Nor the instance that the world expect me to strive
It's not the mere promises that may fail us to survive.
 
OH! My sweetheart! My lovely darling!
Thanks for the feeling that I can have everything.
How great to sense that my life has meaning,
because you are here, and you've no intent of leaving.
 
 
It's your magical existence
It's you endless persistence
that our LOVE …is never to have a limited intense
that our HEARTS…are never meant to be  difference.
 
My blissful life is all thanks to you
You let me live in a site with an incredible view
You give me a heart that can endure even in an endless queue
for you are by side calming me like a morning dew.
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Inspiration
 
You’re just a baby in my eye,
But why I do feel strange on high
Imagining at your innocent kind
It makes me wonder all the time.
 
Your enchanting smile and friendly look,
It makes the day like an exciting storybook.
Even the clock stops to tick tack
I’m still blessed with good luck!
 
In this tedious lifestyle of mine
I feel weary and my passion decline!
Yet thinking your splendid mind
My life returns like a shimmering line.
 
 
For living like heaven is all thanks to you,
With your open heart I feel brand new.
You’re a dazzling star that entice me without a clue,
Stay where you are and be my greatest view.
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Savior Vs Offender
 
You shepherd the lost sheep,
You whisk them up when they fall asleep.
They may go in a wrong trip,
But you let them ride in your ship.
 
Your passion is unfathomable,
Your love is immeasurable.
But to the rival gangs rumble,
It’s just graspable.
 
You overwhelm their wants,
And they curse you many times.
Lately, you think it’s not unusual,
For the feeling is mutual.
 
This poignant atmosphere,
Vanishes your lovely look in a thin air.
You wish someone could hear
A savior has an eternal fear!
 
But as the silence grows like a cancer.
These innocent creatures splinter the nasty character.
The disturbing commotion has ceased to grow deeper
Lastly, they wish to start anew ever.
 
This moment that you are longing,
Teardrop has almost been falling.
Wondering what if you’re just dreaming?
Is there tomorrow for the chance you’re giving?
 
Undoubtedly, you must be a believer,
Impossibility is the field of a dreamer.
It’s your trade to spoil your offender
For you are, you are the GREAT TEACHER!
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She Misses You
 
Every time she sees your face
She misses your warmth embrace
Every time she closes her eyes
She wishes you had an amazing surprise
 
You left her without knowing
That her heart was your belonging
You never thought of what she was thinking
For your heart was wandering
 
You might belong to somebody
And she didn't dare to disagree
She could only set you free
And pretended that you were nobody
 
But to her you are like a curse
A torture that makes her feeling worse
She wishes you could stay close
For she misses you even the world has been reversed.
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Temper
 
Uncertain with the path still I walk away,
Thinking this place, I've no reason to stay
When the door bangs, I don't bother to wait
Wait for a moment till it makes me quit.
 
Then alone in my mind, I write my rhyme
This moment is only mine
Who cares if one says I'm blind.
I can't be perfectly kind.
 
My heart is burning like a fire
Abandoned like a shipwreck from a far
The rain falls like a torrent
It makes my world incompetent.
 
Yet before long that my world becomes stagnant
Feeling helpless and I give up to stand
The view changes like an amazing wonderland
Here it comes changing like a magician.
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True Love, Acy
 
When I met you in the rain
My heart had fallen.
My fantasy  became reality,
You've made me feel so lucky.
 
Sweetheart Acy is how I call you,
You vanish the darkness out of the blue.
You’re a sunrise that brightens the day,
You turn lifeless creature into eternity.
 
Reminiscing the moment,
that you were still unknown.
Night imprisoned the melancholy
Infinite gloom cursed the glory.
 
Living is lifeless, 
In the bed of roses
Its thorn kills,
What I possess.
 
So I prayed and prayed to Him
My life seemed not what I aimed
What’s worth of having everything?
With an empty heart, triumph is nothing.
 
Now, that I have found you,
Living is like an endless queue.
Everything has a meaning
In a blink of an eye it is happening!
 
To our Dear God, I beg endlessly,
Don’t let go all the possibility
True love that I’ve asked honestly
Never be deserted everlastingly.
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